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This months meehhgf w i l l ;ibe a; ; little " bit differehtr-ihstehHT^
demonstrationstwe w i l l be 1x01168 to the D e l Maho Gallery videdilpresehtatioh o
recent woodtuming show, come see what the-masters are doing! T h e l m e e i i n g p l a c d i i
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:and ' V C R i | M r - t b n d i t i 6 ^
good fellowship.
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MAY MEETING
We had one of the best turnouts ever at
our last meeting. The club met at the shop
of Paul Pitts for a demonstration by Paul of
production turning of Windsor chair parts.
Paul showed us again how efficiency can be
increased by using a template and router on
the lathe to produce identical parts. As he
has shown us before (October, 1990
newsletter), a jig is fabricated to hold a
pattern above the piece which is being
turned on the lathe. While the piece is
turning, a router with a bearing guided
straight bit is advanced into the piece
working from the tailstock towards the
headstock. When one half is finished the
piece is turned end to end and the other half
is turned. This produces a spindle where
each half is a mirror image of each other.
For efficient turning, each piece is sized,
centered, cut to identical lengths, and the
comers turned off with a spindle gouge.

When Paul is in "production" mode, he
never turns the lathe off to switch pieces.
He backs the tail stockoff, pulls the piece
off of the spur center, turns the piece end
forend, tightens the tail stock, and starts in
again. After he has enough parts rough
turned, Paul finish turns each one with a
skew and cuts the tenons to size. Paul also
shared with us a number of other tricks for
making Windsor chairs. To drill the angled
tenon holes in the seat blank for the legs,
Paul makes up a drilling jig from two pieces
of plywood. The proper angle is drawn out
by scribing a small circle on one of the
pieces which matches the position of the
four legs under the seat blank. Another
circle is scribed on the other piece which
matches the approximate position of the legs
on the floor. The circles are then divided
into four equal sections and holes, slightly
larger than the tenons, are drilled through
the comers of each section. By connecting
the two pieces with dowels of the proper

INSTANT G A L L E R Y
We had a great show of turned objects
at our last monthly meeting. Jamie
Wilkinson brought several pieces ranging
from miniature goblets to a large platter.
The demonstration by Dave Barbee at our
last meeting must have inspired Jamie since
he had three fme turned boxes. He also
brought a great bowl to roundout the
display. Jamie keep up the great work! Of
course you know that the more pieces you
bring in the more chance you have that
Charles wiU comer you for a demonstration.
Paul at work
length, a pattern is made which positions the
drill bit for the four leg tenons. This sounds
pretty complicated but in practice is fairly
simple to do. After a chair is complete,
Pauls method for cutting the legs so that the
chair sets flat is really simple once you see
it demonstrated. Paul puts the chair on a
level table and using a pencil in a surface
gage or a block of wood with the pencil held
horizontally, draws around each leg. The
pencil wiU mark all of the legs at the same
plane. The legs are then cut with a well
sharpened backsaw along the lines. I f you
have cut accurately, the result is a chair that
doesn't rock on a flat surface. Paul finished
up the evening by briefly describing how he
carves the seat contours in his Windsor's.
His main tools are a large carving gouge
used cross-grain and spokeshaves which he
has altered to work in confined areas. This
alteration consists of shortening the handles
and grinding the bottom convex so that a
hollowing cut can be made. As always we
learned a great deal from this master
woodworker. Paul's tricks seem endless
and cover a wide diversity of woodworking
skills. We look forward to your next
demonstration at the annual symposium this
fall. Thanks Paul for a great demo! G.A.R.

Jamie's boxes
Dane Gamble brought two of his hollow
vases out of oak and cocoboio. As always,
they were great! Danes only problem is that
the keeps watch on them too well. I couldn't
even get out the door with one before he
hauled me back in. "Dane, I was just trying
to get better light to photograph these!
Yeah, that's the ticket.Better light!"

John Jordan showed up with two of his
incredible textured vases: one in bleached
box elder and the other in honey locust
which is great stuff. As much as I liked the
vases I thought that his daughter, Jennifer ,
was the hit of the night. Cute as a button
and quite the well behaved lady this
evening!
One of our new members,
Larry Loiseau showed up for his second
meeting with a black walnut bowl and a
turned box on top of a box. This piece had
a box in the base with another box making
up the top. Larry this is a great way to start
out and we look forward to seeing more
from you and our other members in the
future! G.A.R.
CLUB NOTES
Meeting Place: In most of the recent
newsletters we have mentioned that we need
another meeting place besides Overton High
school. We had been informed that all of the
woodworking shops in the Metro school
system were being phased out and that we
would not have access to this shop for very
much longer. Charles Alvis has recently
found out that this process may be several
years in the future and that we can still use
the facilities at Overton High school.
However, we still are openly seeking an
alternate meeting place and encourage all of
our members to keep an eye out for
facilities which we could use.
Turned Objects:
The club was well
represented at the display for "Turned
Objects" on display at the Appalachian
Center for the Crafts until June 16th. We
had four of our members contribute pieces
for this show: John Jordan, Dave Barbee,
Dane Gamble, and Oliver H i l l . John had
some great pieces, as usual. His vessel
shapes are always outstanding and they are
a joy to hold! As it's too late get to
Smithville to see his pieces, then I suggest

that you stop in at the ZimmermanySatum
Gallery on Second Avenue in Nashville to
see some of his most recent works. It will
be well worth the effort. Dane Gamble's
pieces at the front of the gallery were quite
the eye catcher's. It's hard to keep one's
hands off while walking by some of these
pieces. The hollow vessel from an ash burl
is exquisite as are his osage orange vases.
Oliver Hill's display was outstanding. Oliver
is known for his large turned platters but in
the last year he has really excelled in hollow
vessels. He has some great vases in the
display and the public has taken notice since
he seems to be selling these quite well!
Dave Barbee's display shows a wide
diversity of interests. He has a covered
display of turned boxes which are beautiful;
with great detailing, flawless finishes, and
outstanding designs. He also has a large
turned bowl with thorns glued to the inside
walls. Off the record, he has titled this piece
'Kitty LitterBox" for his great affinity for
cats! The piece is really interesting but i f
you like cats I would keep them away from
this one! P.S.( Dave i f you don,t lay off the
jokes about my sudden exponential rise in
cat population at the house you might find
one of your pretty little boxes filled with
something really disgusting of the feline
persuasion!) G.A.R Final Note: We want
to extend our congratulations to Joe Looper
who got his Art certification from Tennessee
Tech. a few weeks ago. Joe had a great
show for his graduation, with many large
turned bowls which he made on the "Loopty
Loop" (featured in the April, 1991
newsletter). As it's hard to keep this guy
away from the lathe, I ' m sure we'll see
much more from him in the future.
Congrat'sJoel! G.A.R.
Spring in the Park
This May saw the annual migration to
Centennial Park for the TACA spring crafts

show. T A W was well represented with
Todd Bowen, Oliver J. H i l l and Charles
Alvis selling their wares, while the
newsletter's own Gary Runyon was set up
demonstrating lathe work. I think Gary got
the better deal, as he got paid and didn't
have to sell, they set up the tent for him,
and at one point on Sunday he had a
bluegrass band set up in front of him doing
a little serenade to work by. Tough hfe!

CLASSIFIED
Woodfast Model 408 Lathe. $1200.00
Contact Todd Bowen @ 1-624-6696
DeWalt 12" lathe. 1 l/2hp motor with
magnetic starter, spur center, 3" faceplate,
black walnut stand. $650.00 Gary Runyon
895-1657

FOR
ADDS, QUESTIONS, OR
SUBMIT ARTICLES SEND TO:

TO

GARY RUNYON
1051 RIVER RD.
MURFREESBORO, T N 37129

or

Gary at W o r k
The weather could have been a little better
as rain and thunderstorms rolled through the
area all weekend, but this just helped cut the
crowds down for those of us that would go
no matter what. Todd's, Oliver's and
Charles' booths contained some outstanding
examples of the turners art. ( I got the urge
to go home and fire up the lathe but the
food booths smelled so good that I pigged
out first). With examples such a.s the ones
these members displayed for the public to
admire, study and buy and the quality of
turnings we are seeing from our members
we may be seeing more converts to the
lathe. One more thing, one of Charles' box
elder, natural edge bowls was on prominent
display in the front of his booth. A couple
walked by and the women looked at the
bowl and asked how it was done. Her
husband told her that it was carved and then
steam bent to the shape. Charles' secret is
out!!
D.L.S.

DON SPIRES
211 SAUNDERSVILLE FERRY
MT. JULIET, T N 37122
THE TENNESSEE ASSOCIATION OF WOODTURNERS IS A NOT
FOR PROFIT ORGANIZATION FORMED TO PROMOTE AND
ENCOURAGE THE ART OF WOODTURNING AND IN DOING
SO PROMOTE AND ENCOURAGE THE ART AND CRAFT OF
WOODTURNING IN GENERAL. MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN TO
ANY INDIVIDUAL AND INCLUDES A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER. ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO TAW. 5428
SAN
MARCOS DRIVE,
NASHVILLE
TENNESSEE
37220.
MEETINGS ARE HELD MONTHLY AT JOHN OVERTON HIGH
SCHOOL. 4820 FRANKUN ROAD. NASHVILLE
TENNESSEE.
ON THE FOURTH TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH AT 7:00 P.M.
ANNUAL DUES APE $20.00.

Oliver Hill's

C r a f t f a i r booth
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